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1.Underline the correct preposition from the brackets. 

           Last Saturday, my mother had a big surprise 1.( to , for , with ) my sister and me. We 

were  visiting the amusement park. Excitedly, we were packed our lunches and hopped 2.( into 

, to , on) ) the car. Mother drove 3.( across , along , over ) the freeway and across town toward 

our destination. Finally we arrived 4.( from , at ,with ) the amusement park. 

          We almost started running 5.( to, on , in) different directions! Mom told us it was 

important to stay together. We took turns deciding 6.( in , on , from) rides.7.( At , In, On) the 

end of the day, we were exhausted 8.( with , from , for ) all the fun we had. We pretend we 

were flying 9.( under, over, on) rollercoaster tracks on the way home. I had a wonderful time 

10.( in, from , with) my family. 

 

 

2.Fill in the blanks in the following text using the prepositions given in the text. Use each 

preposition only once. There is a one preposition extra. 

towards ,   at ,  of ,   into ,  for ,    with 

 

An elderly couple had dinner (1). ……………….. another couple’s house and after eating, the wives 

left the table and went (2) …………………… the kitchen. The two gentleman were talking and one 

said, “Last night we went out to a new restaurant and it was really great. I would recommend it 

(3)……………….. you.” 

The other man asked, “What is the name of the restaurant?” 
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The first man thought while but couldn’t remember the name of the restaurant?” “What is the 

name (4) ………………………the flower that you give to someone you love? You know…the one 

that’s red and has thorns.” 

“Do you mean a rose?” 

“Yes, That’s the name”, replied the man. He then turn (5)……………………. the kitchen and yells. 

“Rose, what’s the name of that restaurant we went to last night?” 

 

 

 Try to answer similar questions appear in the past papers. 


